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Agenda Outline

o Introductions
o Better for you products

o The science behind developing our products for you

o Product versatility – Putting your commodity
ingredients to work for you
o “Fresh Scratch” production techniques
o a philosophy for the modern food service operator

o Chef Recipe Demo Workshop
o Product Tasting & Review
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Introductions
1. A little about ourselves and our corporate philosophy…..
“It’s all about what the product does for you”
2. Resources – “At your service”
3. We’re looking for your feedback to better support you & your
operational needs

Without further ado……..
Let’s explore some fun concepts and menu ideas!

Better For You products
Leading the Charge with “Better for You” ingredients
o Sodium Reduction
o Fat Reduction
o Allergen Free options

Operational Efficiency
o Efficient Operations have never been more important to the
success of the modern foodservice world
o “Speed scratch” offerings allow the operator to more efficiently
produce high quality menu applications on a consistent basis
o Multiple applications for each product

o Versatility and efficiency producing a quality menu is a key
component in ensuring “return” customers
o Today’s foodservice operators are looking for ways to increase
efficiencies, reduce waste and capitalize on flavors customers love.
Using key ingredients in a variety of selections across the menu is a
way of doing just that.
The NRN 50: Maximize The Menu, Nation’s Restaurant News, January 2011

School Districts facing Overwhelming
Challenges
• Writing recipes that meet nutrition guidelines and fit within our
budgets
• Utilization of USDA Commodity allocations
• Brown box
• Produce

• Training employees to cook with the scratch style mentality
utilizing fresh ingredients with prepared items.
• Competing with evolving restaurant concepts

The Approach
• Today’s students (Generation Z) are accustomed to
having things their way. They celebrate their
uniqueness…from their signature ringtones and
Instagram profiles, to their made MY WAY Chipotle
burritos and rice bowls.
• Give them choices, but keep it simple and easy to
execute with the resources you already have
available to you.

• Today’s students want to have a say in what they eat.
According to Technomic Inc., customers have demonstrated they
are looking for more freedom when it comes to placing their
order. The trend “starts with an over arching need to have the
ability to customize their meal”. Ultimately, they want the
meals made their way.
• Capitalizes on the growing demand for more ethnic flavors
and foods
• Fresh-Scratch applications and recipes allow the operator to
surround the core proteins with locally sourced fruits and
veggies, USDA foods, and pantry staples.

What the industry experts are saying…..

Speed Scratch/Fresh Scratch
o The art of taking a prepared product or ingredient in combination with “Fresh”
components in order to create a “signature” dish or meal component with Scratch
quality attributes

o Labor Impact & Efficiency
o Quality & Consistency
o Versatility in range of applications with one core ingredient

Example: Alfredo sauce
o Penne Pasta Primavera with Alfredo
o Sous Vide Beef Stroganoff with Noodles
o Chicken & Broccoli Alfredo
The NRN 50: Maximize The Menu, Nation’s Restaurant News, January 2011
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Fresh Scratch Recipe Ideas

Sous Vide Prepared Proteins
are gently cooked at a low temperature
resulting in homemade taste and texture.
These products offer you menu versatility and
are perfect for speed-scratch recipes!
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About Sous Vide
In Sous Vide (pronounced “sue VEED”), the food is prepped,
vacuum-packed and cooked slowly and precisely in a
circulated water bath. When the food reaches its optimal
internal temperature, it is quick-chilled and frozen until it is ready
to be served. Sous Vide has many advantages from lower
cooking temperatures and energy consumption. Tenderness
and yield are optimized, flavor and aroma are improved and
nutritional value is maintained while achieving the highest
level of food safety.

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooked in Their Own Natural Juices
Shreds Easily
Allergen, Gluten Free, Clean Label
All Natural/No Additives
Perfect for Speed-Scratch Recipes
Fully Cooked: Labor Savings
Increased Consistency and Food Safety
Reduced Sodium & Fat

Sous Vide Recipe demo
Turkey & Gravy
Served with mashed potatoes

Harvest Turkey Wrap
Fresh Spinach, Yogurt dressing and dried Cranberries

Beef Stroganoff
Served with Whole grain Noodles

Chef Tips
o Workflow and station efficiency
o
o

Mise en place- everything in it’s place
Logical flow of ingredients to assemble the dish

o Quality Preparation
o
o

Batch preparation
Execute the recipe

o Quality presentation
o
o

Food presentation Tips
Garnish techniques

Questions & Answers
Let’s eat!

